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FingerTec Smart Lock DL-30B is a smart mechanical door lock system designed to fit doors
built for houses, restricted compounds or even individual rooms. With DL-30B in place,
imagine the amount of security and convenience that could possibly come along without
the use of conventional keys and door knobs.
Although it comes with a latch which is similar to other standard door knobs, DL-30B
stands out by featuring an interchangeable handle thus making it suitable for both
left-open or right-open door. Even better, DL-30B optimal power usage allows it to be used
over 6000 times thus providing a cost effective security access point.
What’s more, DL-30B’s Bluetooth connectivity works best when combined with i-TimeTec App and
i-Neighbour App as it eases door unlocking and management of facility booking within a
neighbourhood respectively. As for safety issues, fret not as DL-30B comes with the option to set 3
different User Group Types: Admins, Regular Users or Temporary Users for additional precaution.
Save valuable resources and heighten security at the same time by implementing DL-30B.

4 Unlocking Credentials

Optimal Battery Life

Unlock doors using password,
card, mechanical key or your
smartphone’s
Bluetooth
connection

Only 4 AA alkaline batteries are
required to operate over 6000
accesses. Hence, approximately
a year of use before you are
faced with the low-battery
warning indication.

3 User Group Types

Reversible Left-Right
Open

Gain better access control
management with FingerTec
Smart Lock User Group Types:
Admins, Regular Users and
Temporary Users.

User Capacity
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DL-30B is designed with a
sturdy bar latch alongside an
interchangeable handle which
allows the door to be easily
customized as a left-open or
right-open door.

Emergency Override Key

Register as many users as you
desire within i-TimeTec App
and i-Neighbour App through a
smartphone.

IIn case of an emergency like
losing a smartphone, DL-30B
comes with a concealed
override key for accessing the
door.

Normally Open Type

Downloadable App

This particular setting caters for
offices or areas with regular
visitor access. Thereby, reducing
instances resulting in entrances
being ‘bottlenecked’.

Android and iOS Apps for
i-Neighbour and i-TimeTec are
available for those who prefer
to use a smartphone in terms of
door access.
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